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Abstract
3D Geovisualisation is a multidisciplinary science mainly utilizing geographically related
data, developing software systems for 3D visualisation and producing relevant models. In
this paper the connection between geoinformation stored as 3D objects and the end user is
of special interest. In a broader perspective, the overall aim is to develop a language in 3D
Geovisualisation gained through usability projects and the development of a theoretical
background. A conceptual level of user-centered 3D Geovisualisation is introduced by
applying a categorisation originating from Virtual Reality. The conceptual level is used to
structure and organise user-centered 3D Geovisualisation into four categories:
representation, rendering, interface and interaction. The categories reflect a process of
development of 3D Geovisualisation where objects can be represented verisimilar to the
real world or with abstract symbolizations. The representation can also be multimodal by
providing visual, aural or haptic sensorial input, or it can be multi-dimensional by
visualising temporal changes or attributal and layered information. Through the process of
rendering the objects can be presented with highlight and shadowing effects or with
weather phenomena serving a level of realism and providing depth cues. The rendered
objects and scenes are graphically accessible through the interface where immersive or
non-immersive monitors in different sizes and shapes are relevant. Through the user
interface, users can interact by navigating, browsing, manipulating and querying the
system.

INTRODUCTION
Geovisualisation is defined by (MacEachren and Kraak, 2001) as “the integration of
visualisation in scientific computing, cartography, image analysis, information
visualisation, exploratory data analysis and GIS, which all together provides theory,
methods and tools for visual exploration, analysis, synthesis and presentation of geospatial
data”. Geovisualisation differs from its origin in GIS and traditional mapping by serving an
open interface into geographically related data. Open interface is used in the sense that any
type of information can be made accessible because neither functionality nor contents is
restricted. This development has been well illustrated in a map use cube by (MacEachren,
1994). Keeping focus on real-time interactive 3D systems, 3D Geovisualisation is closely
related to Virtual Reality which is defined as a media with three characteristics: user
interactive, spatial and real-time, where action feedback is given without noticeable pause
(Whyte, 2002). Finally, made topical by it's open nature, geovisualisation depends on a
parallel development of the user interface through Human-Computer Interaction (Kraak and
Ormeling, 1996). All in all, 3D Geovisualisation is a highly multidisciplinary science, using
analogies from GIS, VR and HCI.
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The 10-15 years history of 3D Geovisualisation commercial and research projects have
resulted in a range of technologies and software products suitable for retrieving and
visualising spatial geographical information in three dimensions. These products have been
developed for multiple purposes, amongst others for navigation, architectural, urban and
rural planning. Meeting the user's wishes and abilities is a criterion for a successful
introduction of 3D Geovisualisation in the various fields. Further knowledge about this
connection, or this language, can be gained through usability studies and the development
of a theoretical background. The issue of this paper is the connection between
geoinformation stored as 3D objects and the end user. In a broader perspective, the overall
aim is to develop a language in 3D Geovisualisation thus illustrating this connection.
Attempting to introduce a conceptual level to user-centered 3D Geovisualisation, this
article presents a VR analogical approach, used to divide the topic into four categories:
representation, rendering, interface and interaction.

CATEGORISATION OF 3D GEOVISUALISATION
At Centre for 3D GeoInformation, Aalborg University, an object-oriented, real-time and
interactive 3D application that can handle large amounts of objects, is being developed. The
objects currently existing in the system are automatically generated from data sources
including laserscannings, orthophotos, and vector data. The objects are persistent and
dynamic thus enabling most types of attribute information to be handled by the system.
The terrain algorithms are designed to handle a full globe seamlessly. A prototype is
available in the near future at www.3dgi.dk, covering the city of Aalborg. This description
covers the positivistic, technological aspects of a 3D Geovisualisation system which is
expected to meet some of the needs for 3D Geovisualisation in the future.

Positivistic categorisation of the system
A categorisation of the technological aspects of 3D Geovisualisation has been suggested by
(Bodum, in press), based on VR literature, (Sherman and Craig, 2002), where a suitable,
task-specific representation of the real world ranging from verisimilar to abstract must be
the first consideration. The object representation is then rendered to be graphically
accessible and manageable in a real-time 3D system. The graphical result is accessible to
the user through an interface from where the user can interact (Figure 1). Each of the four
categories should however not be regarded as separate entities, as they are strongly
dependent on each other. In this process technology provides a variety of possibilities, but
the needs and expectations of the user is not very well known, though many research
projects through the years have included phenomenological, user-centered aspects of 3D
Geovisualisation.

Figure 1: The four positivistic categories suggested by Bodum (in press). A representation of the real world is
rendered to be accessible through an interface from where users can interact with the system.
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USER-CENTERED 3D GEOVISUALISATION
Working with phenomenology in 3D Geovisualisation, it can be useful to introduce a
conceptual level. In this paper a categorisation is suggested in agreement with the
technological categorisation – the categorisation being representation, rendering, interface
and interaction. The relationship between technological and user-centered 3D
Geovisualisation is illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2: The relationship between technological and user-centered issues of 3D Geovisualisation. Developers
create a system (as illustrated in Figure 1) resulting in an image that the user can see and interact with.

User-centered 3D Geovisualisation focuses on the user and what the user sees – in other
words it is the result of the technology working together with human beings. Each of the
four technological categories results in various aspects of importance to the user (Figure 3).
The categories reflect a process of development of 3D Geovisualisation where objects can
be represented verisimilar to the real world or with abstract symbolizations. The
representation can also be multimodal by providing visual, aural or haptic sensorial input,
or it can be multi-dimensional by visualising temporal changes or attributal and layered
information. Through the rendering process the objects can be presented with highlight and
shadowing effects or with weather phenomena serving a level of realism and providing
depth cues. The rendered objects and scenes are graphically accessible through the interface
where immersive or non-immersive monitors in different sizes and shapes are relevant.
Through the user interface, users can interact by navigating, browsing, manipulating and
querying the system.

Figure 3: The four categories in user-centered 3D Geovisualisation.

A user-centered focus is different from a technological focus, because the system holds out
prospects of visualisations in real-time providing depth and realistic geography as dictated
by the definition. For the users, these issues are therefore what they expect from the system,
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though supporting them is an important parts of the developers work within the four
categories. The user-centered focus is therefore turned towards the sensorial impressions,
action possibilities and personal achievements gained as a result of the technological effort.
The user-centered focus according to the four categories is briefly described from a
phenomenological point of view in the following paragraphs.

Representation
Representation is the use of images made to create an understanding about the world
around us. This understanding is created in association with rules and conventions,
developed in a cultural context. Through history, discussions on whether we understand
representations as reflecting the world as it is or whether we on the other hand understand
the world through representations, have been ongoing. Normally, we take the process of
interpretation of representations for granted, but if examining it more closely one would
find it a complex process of visual communication and interpretation. In 3D
Geovisualisation, representations are database accessible generalisations that can be
discussed in terms of verisimilitude versus abstraction. Aural and haptic sensorial in- and
output are other representations as well as temporal representations. In a model
development situation, the purpose of the representation discussions is to decide which data
to render.

Rendering
3D rendering is the drawing process of the digital image, utilizing software algorithms and
hardware by involving a computation in the graphics card. Each scene in a 3D
Geovisualisation model is usually built of smaller three-dimensional polygons, which are
each processed separately in a rendering pipeline starting with the building and projecting
of the geometry. After this, the scene polygons are filled, textures, shaded and illuminated
(Slater et al., 2002). As mentioned above many of those techniques are there to fulfill the
definition of the system, but apart from that, especially issues of illuminating and
shadowing the scene does have an influence on the user. Sensorial input regarding light is
related to realism in the model, while shadows and atmospheric disturbance (fog) supports
the perception of depth. Light and weather is correlated to mood and feelings as well, which
for example can be utilized in models made for commercial purposes.

Interface
Rendered representations are presented graphically through the user interface. In 3D
Geovisualisation, interfaces of both immersive and non-immersive systems are relevant.
Immersive interfaces allow the user to be surrounded by stereo images, as in a 6-sided
CAVE or - to a lesser extent - on the semi-immersive panorama walls. Non-immersive
interface is e.g. the ordinary pc monitor, the small displays of mobile phones or palms
resulting in a less realistic perception than immersive interfaces (Whyte, 2002). Some of
these interfaces provide stereo effects. Though the stereo depth cues does create a feeling of
depth at a short distance and contributes to synergic effects when several depth cues are
combined, the limited size of the monitor and the rather large objects in geovisualisation
destroys a real exo-stereo effect which would allow the objects to “step out of the monitor”.
Large panoramas or CAVEs are less likely to affect the exo-stereo effect and might be more
suitable for 3D Geovisualisation models in stereo.
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Interaction
Interaction possibilities are often being considered as the most important user question,
because the interaction between computer and user is vital to the relevance of digital
systems. The user can interact with the software through WIMP-paradigms (Windows,
Icons, Menus and Pointers) of the user interface. Interaction can also be considered the
browsing performance in 3D object databases, when navigating through the virtual
geographical landscape. Finally, interaction is performed by querying the database for
object attributes.

CONCLUSION
In this article a conceptual level of 3D Geovisualisation has been suggested. The conceptual
level describes a user-centered approach to 3D Geovisualisation, which categorise the issue
into four categories: representation, rendering, interface and interaction. The overall
purpose is to connect geoinformation stored as 3D objects with the end user.
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